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CODATU 2015 on social networks

• 2 Hashtags #CODATU_XVI, #CODATU2015
• 3 Languages
• 300 Tweets
• 50 Pictures
• 30 New followers for @CODATU_org
Our feedback at the dawn of being young professionals
Codatu 2015 was:

Multidisciplinarity

+ High profile participants

+ Wide knowledge sharing

= An outstanding conference
An overall outstanding level

- A good step forward COP 21

- A very effective organisation: thanks to the team who made it possible!
Raising the bar even higher

Next CODATU Conference
Raising the bar even higher

• The proposals and recommendations were of a very high level.
  > However a more nuanced approach may be needed for addressing the specificities of developing countries.

• The initiative of a Master program in Lome is an excellent opportunity to involve more young talents of developing countries.
Raising the bar even higher

- The plenary sessions are very enriching: more time could be allotted to questions and discussions.

- Last but not least: encourage the participation of women.
Merci

Thank you

Teşekkür ederim